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Part 1: 70 multiple choice. Shade the letter of the correct choice using the 
Scantron form provided. (70 marks) 
 

 1. Which sphere contains all life? 

a. atmosphere b.  biosphere 

c.  geosphere d.  hydrosphere 

 
2. Which method of relative dating refers to rock particles contained in sedimentary 
strata and are used to estimate the age of adjacent rock units? 

a. cross cutting  b.  inclusions 

c. superposition d. original horizontality 

                
3. Which provides an example of relative time? 
 (a) comparing types of fossils found in different sedimentary strata 
(b) comparing ratios between parent and daughter isotopes 
(c) counting varves 
(d) counting tree rings 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
4, Which process is used to establish the equivalence of rocks of similar age in 
different areas? 

a. correlation b.  superposition 

c.  horizontality d.  uniformitarianism 

 
5. Which is the correct order of Earth’s layers in order of increasing density? (From 
lowest to highest)  
(a) crust ÷ inner core ÷ outer core ÷ mantle 
(b) crust ÷ mantle ÷ outer core ÷ inner core 
(c) outer core ÷ crust ÷ inner core ÷ mantle 
(d) outer core ÷ mantle ÷ crust ÷ inner core 

 

6. Which of the following sources of heat is mostly responsible for keeping the Earth 
partially molten? 

a. Solar energy b.  radioactivity 

c.  greenhouse effect d.  friction between plates 

  
7. A …?…. is a group of interacting or  interdependent parts that form a complex 
whole 
(a) system    (b) innovation   
(c) sphere      (d) technology 
 
 8. If carbon-14 has a half-life of 5730 y, how many years have passed if 1/16 of the 
original carbon remains? 
 (A) 716  (B) 5730  (C) 17190   (D) 34380    22920 
 
9. Which part of the geological time scale is named for the appearance of “visible 
life”? 
(A) Proterozoic Eon   (B) Archean Eon 
(C) Hadean Eon    (D) Proterozoic Eon 
 
10.   ....?.... fossils are fossils that are geographically widespread and limited to a 
short span of geologic time.  
(A) Index  (B) Trace  (C) Period   (D)  Pseudo 
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11. Which diagram best models the relative lengths of the eras of the Geological 
Time Scale? 
(A) 1  (B) 2  (C)  3  (D)    4 
 
 

REFER to the diagram for questions 12-16 
 
12. Which is a correct sequence from oldest to youngest? 
(A) 4, 5, B, 2, A    (B) 4, 5, 2, B, A 
(C)  1, 2, 3, 4, 5    (D) B, 1, 3, A,  
 

 

13. What feature is illustrated  at A? 
(A) angular unconformity   (B) disconformity 
(C) conformity     (D) fault 

 

14. What feature is illustrated  at B? 
(A) angular unconformity   (B) disconformity 
(C) conformity     (D) fault 
 
15. Where might you find  contact metamorphism? 
(A) between 5 and 2   (B) between 4 and 5 
(C) between 1 and 2   (D) between 1 and 6 
 

16. Which always consists of only one type of atom? 
(A) compound (B) element  (C) molecule (D) hydrate 
 
17. What is formed when chemical bonding joins two or more elements together in definite 
proportions? 
(A) atom (B) compound 
(C) isotope (D) ion 
 
18. Which property is a feature of a sedimentary rock? 
(A) foliation (B) glassy texture 
(C) layering (D) vesicules 
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25. Which sedimentary feature is shown below? 

 
(A) cross bedding (B) graded bedding 
 (C) mud cracks  (D) ripple marks 
 
26. Which igneous texture indicates the fastest cooling rate? 
(A) coarse grained (B) fine grained 
(C) glassy (D) porphyritic   
 
27. Which sedimentary rock would be composed of particles of varying sizes? 
(A) conglomerate (B) sandstone 
(C) shale (D) siltstone 

 
28. Which sedimentary rock is paired with its classification? 
(A) coal - clastic (B) gypsum - clastic 
(C) limestone - chemical (D) sandstone - chemical 
 
29. In which sedimentary environment would you least likely find gravel? 
 (A) beach  (B) deep ocean 
 (C) desert  (D) river channel 
 
30. Which property is best to distinguish between halite and calcite? 
(A) cleavage (B) colour 
(C) lustre (D) streak 
  
31. What evidence was used to support the Plate Tectonic theory? 
 (A) crustal uplifting   (B) seafloor spreading 
 (C) isostatic adjustment    (D) hanging valleys 

 
 
19.  Which is a native element in Earth’s crust? 
(A) aluminum (B) gold 
(C) magnesium (D) sodium 
 
20.  Which describes the streak of a mineral? 
(A) appearance in reflected light (B) colour in its powdered form 
(C) resistance to scratching (D) splitting along fractured surfaces 
 
21.  A sample of galena has a mass of 160 g and displaces 20 mL of water. What is its 
specific gravity? 
(A) 4 (B) 8 
(C) 16 (D) 160 
 
22.  Which is a negatively charged particle in an atom? 
(A) electron (B) neutron 
(C) nucleus (D) proton 
 
23. What is cleavage? 
(A) resistance of a mineral to scratch (B) resistance of a mineral to weathering 
(C) splitting of mineral along irregular 
fractured surfaces 

(D) splitting of mineral along smooth 
parallel surfaces 

 
24.  Which of the following terms refer's to the appearance  of a mineral in  reflected 
light? 
(A) refraction (B) streak 
(C)  Luster (D) specific gravity 
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32. Because of its extremely high thermal conductivity, diamond tipped tools do not 

overheat when drilling or cutting however diamond is also .. ? .. 

(A)  extremely brittle and tools need frequent swap out  
(B)  an unstable isotope  
(C)  a poor conductor of electricity. 
(D)  an insulator 
 
33. Breaking other than cleavage is called ..?..  
(A) conchoidal (B) fissuring 
(C) rock split   (D) fracture 
 
34. Which rock sample displays a course-grained texture? 

(A) conglomerate 

 

 

(B) gneiss 

 

(C)  granite 

 
 

(D) limestone 

 

35. Which rock formed in an extrusive environment? 
(A) basalt (B) diorite 
(C) gabbro (D) granite 
 
36. Feldspar is the most abundant mineral in the crust, what are the two types we 
discussed? 
(A) light and dark (B)  intrusive and extrusive 
(C) orthoclase and plagioclase (D)  silicate and carbonate 
 
37. The silicon-oxygen tetrahedron is: 
(A) The building block of the silicate 
minerals. 

(B) composed of 4 oxygens surrounding 1 silicon atom. 

(C) composed of the two most abundant 
elements on Earth. 

(D) all of these 

 
38. Which classification best describes Muscovite? 
(A) double chain silicate. (B) framework silicate 
(C) sheet silicate. (D) single chain silicate 
 
 39. Which scientist proposed the existence of a supercontinent called Pangaea?  
(A) Arthur Holmes    (B) Alfred Wegener  
(C) Harry Hess    (D)J. Tuzo Wilson 
 
40.  Basaltic lava that has a smooth, billowy, undulating, or ropy surface is referred 
to as . ..?... 
(A) Pāhoehoe    (B)  Aʻā  (C)  viscous  (D)  stratus 

   
41. Which volcano will produce basaltic lava when it erupts? 
(A) cinder   (B) composite  (C) shield (D) stratovolcano 
 
42. At which location is oceanic crust consumed? 
(A) convergent boundary   (B) divergent boundary 
(C) hotspot     (D) ridge 
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43. Which plate boundary has crust neither created nor destroyed? 
(A) convergent (B) divergent  (C) subducting (D) transform 
 
44. What is the point on Earth’s surface directly above an earthquake’s origin? 
(A) aftershock     (B) focus 
(C) epicenter     (D) foreshock 
 
45. Earthquake X is 3.5 on the Richter scale.  Earthquake Y releases approximately 
27 000 times more energy than earthquake X. What is the Richter scale reading of 
earthquake Y? 
(A) 4.5   (B) 5.5   (C) 6.5   (D) 8.5 
 
46.    Which evidence was used by Alfred Wegener to support the Continental Drift theory?  
(A) jigsaw fit of continents (b) movement along faults  
(c)  sea stacks located along shorelines (d) shallow-focus earthquakes at ridges  
 
47. In which layer of Earth does convection occur resulting in plate movement?  
(A) lithosphere (B) inner core  (C) asthenosphere (D) outer core 
 
48. Which volcano will produce basaltic lava when it erupts? 
(A) cinder   (B) composite (C) shield  (D) stratovolcano 
 
49. Which scientist proposed the existence  of Transform Faults and Hotspot 
Volcanism?  
(A) Arthur Holmes (B) Alfred Wegener (C) Harry Hess (D) J. Tuzo Wilson 
 
50. Which best describes a similarity between pumice and obsidian? 
(A) coarse grained textures   (B) composed of volcanic glass 
(C) formed from felsic magma  (D) formed from mafic magma 
 
51. Which earthquake wave can travel through both solids and liquids? 
(A) primary  (B) Rayleigh  (C) shear  (D) secondary 
 
52. Which aspect of earthquakes is recorded by the Modified Mercalli Scale?  
(A) amplitude  (B) magnitude  (C) location   (D) intensity 
 
53. Which type of fault is illustrated below right?  
(A) strike-slip  (B) reverse  (C) dip-slip  (D) thrust 

 

 
 
 

54. The cross-section above  left shows the direction of movement of an oceanic 
plate over a mantle hotspot. The age of volcano C is shown. What are the most likely 
ages of volcanoes B and D? 
 Volcano B Volcano D 
(A)  5 million years old 12 million years old 
(B)  2 million years old 6 million years old 
(C) 9 million years old 9 million years old 
(D) 10 million years old 4 million years old 
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55. Which are the waves of energy caused by the sudden breaking of rock within the earth? 
(A) isostatic waves (B) tsunami    (C) seismic waves  (D) infrared waves 
 
56.  Which of the following are formed by the large outpourings of fluid lava from 
fissures (long narrow openings)  in the crust? 
(A)  Rift Valleys    
(B)  Plutons  
(C)  Fold Mountains 
(D)  Lava plateaus  
 
57. Which if the following is a deep active seismic area in a subduction zone, where 
earthquake foci may be as deep as about 700 kilometres . 
(A) Fracture zone    (B) Continental Margin  
(C) Wadati–Benioff  zone   (D) Rift Valley 
 

58.   Which situation will result in the most deformation?  
 Rock Type Temperature (°C) Pressure  (GP) 
(A)  Sedimentary  400  2 
(B)  Igneous 400  2 
(C)  Igneous 600  2 
(D)  Sedimentary 800  2 

 
59. Which type of coal is correctly matched with its rock type? 
 Coal  Rock type 
(A) anthracite  igneous 
(B) anthracite  sedimentary 
(C) bituminous  igneous 
(D) bituminous  sedimentary 
 
 60. Which mineral is the main source of zinc? 
(A) galena  (B) gypsum  (C) hematite  (D) sphalerite 
 
61.Which of the following is a process which uses heat, pressure and a catalyst  to 
bring about chemical reactions which upgrade naphthas into high octane gasolines 
and other compounds?  
(A) fracking  (B) reforming (C) distillation (D) cracking 
 
62. Which is a characteristic of a reservoir rock found in an oil trap? 
(A) fractured  (B) impermeable (C) oxidized  (D) permeable 
 
63. Which best describes an ore mineral? 
(A) composed entirely of iron 
(B) contains many different varieties of useful elements 
(C) contains useful elements that can be profitably mined 
(D) large deposit 
 
64. In which rock type do the oil and gas deposits of Hibernia occur? 
(A) granite  (B) igneous  (C) metamorphic (D) sedimentary 
 
65. An especially important class of residual deposit is formed by both the removal 
of valueless material in solution and the consequential  redeposition of valuable ore 
minerals.  This process can produce highly enriched deposits, and is known as   
(A) secondary enrichment   (B) hydrothermal  
(C) gravity survey    (D) metamorphic deposition 
  
66. Which of the following  processes involves using heat to separate the minerals 
and/or elements of value from the ore. Heating separates the materials by density 
and the desired minerals and/or elements can be removed. 
  (A) hydromet (B)  geochemical  (C)  Pyromet  (D)  leaching 
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67.  During...?...  there is shallow burial of organic matter at near normal 
temperature and pressure as well as some decay. Methane, carbon dioxide, and 
water are released leaving behind the complex hydrocarbon called kerogen. 
(A)  catagenesis    (B) metamorphosis    
(C) diagenesis    (D) orogenesis 
 
68.  A proportion of petroleum in a trap is under natural pressure and therefore,  
...?... 
(A) will create suction when tapped by a drill. 
(B will be released naturally when tapped by a drill. 
(C) will remain static when tapped by a drill. 
(D)  any of the above is possible 
 
69. What type of petroleum trap is shown below? 
 

 
(A) anticline  (B) fault trap  (C) salt dome  (D) unconformity 
  
70. At which point would placer deposits most likely form? 

(A) A   (B) B    (C) C   (D) D 
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 PART TWO Constructed Response  
Answer any  SIX   questions          30% 
 
71. Explain the Rock cycle using a carefully labelled diagram.   

 
ANSWER: The Rock Cycle is a group of changes. Igneous rock can change into 
sedimentary rock or into metamorphic rock. Sedimentary rock can change into 
metamorphic rock or into igneous rock. Metamorphic rock can change into igneous or 
sedimentary rock. 

Igneous rock forms when magma cools and makes crystals. Magma is a hot liquid made 
of melted minerals. The minerals can form crystals when they cool. Igneous rock can 
form underground, where the magma cools slowly. Or, igneous rock can form above 
ground, where the magma cools quickly. When it pours out on Earth's surface, magma is 
called lava.   

On Earth's surface, wind and water can break rock into pieces. They can also carry rock 
pieces to another place.  the rock pieces, called sediments, drop from the wind or water 
to make a layer. The layer can be buried under other layers of sediments. over time the 
sediments can   form sedimentary rock.   

ll rock can be heated.     friction (  radioactive decay   It bakes the rock.Baked rock does 
not melt, but it does change. It forms crystals. If it has crystals already, it forms larger 
crystals it is called metamorphic.. Metamorphosis can occur in rock when they are 
heated to 300 to 700 degrees Celsius. 

  

72. Refer to the diagram below.  Describe, in chronological order, each of 

the events  illustrated in the cross section below.  
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ANSWER:  

sedimentary layer C deposited on top of preexisiting layers 

sedimentary layer B deposited on top of layer C 

sedimentary layer A deposited on top of layer B 

faulting occurred 

intrusion at D occurred 

erosion at surface 

 

 

73. Element W has a half- life of 125 000 years. Suppose 512 g of element 

W were initially present.  Graph the decay rate over five half lives. Label 

axis and assign a title.  

 

 
 

 
74. Based on the definition of a mineral, ice would be considered a mineral and coal 
would not. Explain why this is true. 
 
In order for a substance to be a mineral it must satisfy the following conditions; 

1) occur in nature 

2) be inorganic (no carbon source from a living material) 

3) be solid 

4) have a definite chemical composition 

5) have a definite molecular structure 

Ice satisfies all of the above conditions, whereas coal is composed of carbon which 

originated from an organic, living source. 
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75.  A geologist found an unknown colourless, transparent mineral. List and 
describe two mineral properties that can be used to identify this mineral. 
 
 
Answer: 

A scientist could rely on a number of different physical properties to identify minerals, 

however, the four most reliable include the following; hardness, cleavage, specific 

gravity and streak. The streak, which is the true color of the mineral in powdered form 

may not be of much use in this case since the minerals in question are colorless and 

transparent . Hardness, which is the resistance of a mineral to scratching would be one 

property used to help identify the colorless mineral. Cleavage, which is the minerals 

ability to split or break along definite planes of weak bonding would be another property 

used to identify the colorless mineral. Specific gravity, which is the weight of a mineral 

compared to that of an equal volume of water could also be used to identify the colorless 

mineral. Other properties can be used depending on the minerals in question, such as, 

fluorescence, and acid test. 
 
 
 
76. Describe the environment of formation for the rock layers below. 
 

 
 
Answer: 

Both rock units, cross bedded sandstone and shale with mud cracks, formed in an 

environment predominated by sedimentary rocks. The sedimentary feature of cross 

bedding in the sandstone indicates a high energy depositional environment. Such 

environments could include; shallow marine where water moves at varying speeds, 

in the mouth of a river within a delta, and in deserts within sand dunes. Mud cracks 

seen in a fine grained rock called shale would indicate a shallow water environment 

in a warm setting so that evaporation of the water would leave dried mud behind. 
 
77. Give an example of an environment where regional metamorphism occurs and 
describe the conditions necessary for regional metamorphism to occur there. 
 
 

Regional metamorphism occurs over large areas   Most regional 

metamorphism is accompanied by deformation under     differential stress 

conditions.  Thus, regional metamorphism usually results in forming 

metamorphic rocks that are strongly foliated, such as slates, schists, and 

gniesses.  The differential stress usually results from tectonic forces that 

produce compressional stresses in the rocks, such as when two continental 

masses collide. Thus, regionally metamorphosed rocks occur in the cores of 

fold/thrust mountain belts or in eroded mountain ranges.  Compressive 

stresses result in folding of  rock and thickening of the crust, which tends 

to push rocks to deeper levels where they are subjected to higher 

temperatures and pressures. 
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78. A geologist obtained the data below to determine how cooling rate affects the 
size of mineral crystals forming from molten granite. 
 
Cooling Time of Granite(minutes)  Average Crystal Size(mm) 
1       0.25 
2       0.75 
3       1.5 
4       2.5 
5      3.75 

 

 
79.  Using the chart below, compare the chemical composition of a sample of granite 
with that of peridotite. 
 

 
Answer: 

The chemical composition refers to what minerals are found in each rock type. With 

reference to the diagram above granite and peridotite are found on opposite ends of the 
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chart and are composed of different minerals. Granite has a felsic composition and 

contain minerals such as quartz, potassium feldspar, plagioclase feldspar, biotite, and 

hornblende (amphibole). Peridotite has a mafic composition and contain minerals such as, 

plagioclase feldspar, pyroxene, and olivine. 
 
 80. Explain how the properties of P- and S- waves reveal information about Earth’s 
outer and inner core. 
 

Answer: 
The properties of both P- waves and S - waves reveal unique information about 
Earth’s interior. Because P - waves are compressional waves it can pass through 
all states of mater and S - wave are transverse waves it can only pass through the 
solid state of matter. With this in mind, scientist concluded that Earth’s outer core 
is a liquid. 
Scientist also concluded that the density of the Inner core is different form the 
outer core because the velocities of Both P - waves and S - waves change at a 
certain depth beneath Earth’s surface. 
 
  
81. With reference to Uniformitarianism, explain how mass extinctions or other 
major events may occur on earth again.  
 
Uniformitarianism suggests that the processes that shaped Earth in the past are 

essentially the same as those operating today. Thus in the future the same 

processes will continue to affect Earth. Plate tectonics and meteorite impacts are 

two possible explanations that scientist believe caused mass extinctions in the 

past. These phenomena continue to occur today and will continue into the future 

which may once again be the cause of mass extinctions. 
  
 
82 With the aid of a diagram, explain how the ages of the Hawaiian Islands can be 
used to indicate that the Pacific Plate is moving. 
  
 

Answer: Scientist have calculated the age of rocks on the numerous Hawaiian 
islands and 
found that the islands located farther North West are the oldest. The youngest 
rocks were dated on the island directly over the hot spot and this suggests that the 
Pacific plate is moving from South-East towards the North-West. 
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 83.  The seismogram below was obtained from an earthquake. 
 

                                                                                                                               
(i) What is the distance from the recording station to the epicentre? 
Answer: 
Acceptable answers range from 2400 km to 2600 km. 
(ii) Explain the procedure used to find the distance in (i). 
Answer: 
First find the arrival time interval between the P-wave and the S-wave. From the 
seismogram above, this value equals 4 minutes. Next we find the corresponding 
distance between the P-wave line and the S-wave line on the travel-time graph 
above. At a distance of 2500 km the distance between P-wave and S-wave lines is 4 
minutes. Thus theepicentre of the earthquake is 2500 km away from the seismic 
station. 

 
 
 
84. Refer to the diagram 
 

                           
 
Answer: 
Composite or Stratovolcano. 
(ii) Describe a plate tectonic environment in which this type of volcano occurs. 
Answer: 
Composite volcanoes form along convergent boundaries where tectonic plates 
move toward one another forming subduction zones. Within this subduction 
environment, the mafic ocean floor subducts beneath the felsic continental crust. 
At depths of approximately 100 km or so the mafic ocean crust melts and 
buoyantly moves up through, melting the felsic continental crust where it mixes 
and produces a magma which is intermediate in composition. This high viscosity, 
intermediate magma later erupts to the surface and builds composite cones within 
the mountainous environments which lie adjacent to the convergent boundary. 
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Give an example where this type of volcanic activity is occurring on Earth. 
 
Answer: 
Examples include; Mt. Fuji in Japan, Mt. Pinitubo in the Philippines and 
Mt. St. Helens in the USA. 
 
85. Explain the sequence from A through D that will occur in shale as it is buried 
deeper within the folded mountains at a continent to continent plate collision 

 
 
 
 

Explain the sequence from A through D that will occur in shale as it is 
buried deeper within the folded mountains at a continent to continent plate 
collision. 
Answer: 
Shale is a clastic sedimentary rock that is capable of being metamorphosed. As 
shale is buried deeper and deeper in Earth’s crust (e.g. within the folded mountains 
at a continent to continent plate collision), heat and pressure increase. 
Consequently, the degree of metamorphism will also increase (i.e. low grade 
through to high grade), producing a predictable sequence of rocks as follows: 
Low grade metamorphism will occur at locations A and B. Shale is metamorphosed 
into slate at location A due to low heat and pressure as well as the presence of hot 
chemical fluids. Slate is metamorphosed into phyllite at location B due to 
increasing heat and pressure as well as the presence of hot chemical fluids. Medium 
(or intermediate) metamorphism will occur at location C due to increasing burial. 
With such increasing burial comes increasing heat and pressure in association with 
hot chemical fluids. Such agents of metamorphism serve to change phyllite into the 
metamorphic rock called schist. High grade metamorphism will occur at location D 
due to the converging of plates as well as increasing burial. The result will be 
extremely high amounts of heat and pressure that, combined with hot chemical 
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86. Refer to the diagram 

 
(i) Describe the process that formed the mountain range. 
Answer: 
The Himalayan mountain range formed when India collidedwith Asia (seen in 
diagram to right). This mountain range wasthe result of a continent - continent 
collision. Tectonic forceswithin the mantle moved India Northward where it collided 
with Asia. When two continents collide, neither will subductwhich results in both 
land masses being pushed up to formsome of the tallest mountains in the world. 
(ii) Explain why fossils of marine organisms are found inthis mountainous region. 
Answer: 
Marine fossils are often found in sedimentary rocks high in mountains despite the 
absence of a marine environment. These sedimentary rocks originated long before 
the mountains formed and were squeezed between the colliding land masses and 
seen in the diagram to the right. As a result of the collision between the 
continental land masses, the sedimentary rocks were uplifted to high elevations as 
the mountainous region formed. 
 
  
 87. How do the magnetic stripes on the ocean floor below support seafloor 
spreading? 
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Answer: 
As seen in the diagram above, the magnetic pattern preserved within igneous rock 
(basalt) on both sides of an oceanic ridge are identical. Alternating patterns of 
normal and reverse magnetic polarity is seen as you move away from the ridge. 
Since new ocean floor is  formed at oceanic ridges and the same magnetic pattern is 
seen at regular distances from the ridge, it can be concluded that the ocean floor is 
spreading outward from the center of an oceanic ridge. This supports the concept of 
seafloor spreading. 
 
 
  
 
 

88. How are mineral deposits concentrated by streams? 

 

placer deposits are  natural concentration of heavy minerals caused by the effect of gravity 

on moving particles. When clasts of heavy,   minerals are freed   by weathering processes, 

they are slowly washed downslope into streams  .   the heavy minerals become concentrated 

in stream,  gravels and constitute workable ore deposits. Minerals that form placer 

deposits have high specific gravity, are chemically resistant to weathering, and are durable; 

such minerals include gold, platinum, native copper, zircon, and various gemstones. 

 

Stream placers depend on swiftly flowing water for their concentration. Because the ability to 

transport solid material varies approximately as the square of the velocity, the flow rate plays 

an important part; thus, where the velocity decreases, heavy minerals are deposited much 

more quickly than the light ones. 
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89.  A large oil reservoir was discovered in a deformed sedimentary basin 

located in a shallow ocean. Use a labelled diagram to show how the oil is 

trapped and indicate  on the diagram the best location for drilling a well. 

Include the following in your labeling: 

- cap rock 

- reservoir rock 

- oil 

- natural gas 

- water 

 

 

 
 

 

90. Describe the process involved in the formation of an economic mineral 

deposit associated with a large igneous intrusion 
 
Answer: 

Economic minerals found associated with large igneous intrusions usually form as a 

result of hydrothermal activity. During this process, cold ocean waters move down 

through the ocean floor and become hot as it approaches the igneous intrusion. This hot 

water dissolves minerals rich in metals and carries it back toward the surface of the crust. 

The metals in the hot solutions precipitate (fall out of solution) as the water cools within 

the cracks in the ocean floor or it settles on the ocean floor as the hot solution re-enters 

the cold ocean water. This forms either metallic vein deposits or metallic sedimentary 

deposits on the ocean floor.  
 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              


